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ÛIm]¤g]v]t]/ g]It]]
iv]B]Uit] yçg]:
Chapter 10
Volume 2

m]hS]*y]: s]pt] p]Uvo * c]tv]]ro m]n]v]st]T]] |
m]¤]v]] m]]n]s]] j]]t]] yoS]]\ l]oäý wm]]: p—j]]: ||

10 - 6

At]]\ iv]B]Uit]\ y]og]\ c] m]m] y]o voi–] t]–v]t]: |
s]o%iv]¿mpon] y]ogon] y¶jy]to n]]ˆ] s]\x]y]: ||

10 - 7

ah\ s]v]*sy] p—B]v]o m]–]: s]v]* \ p—v]t]*to |
wit] m]tv]] B]j]nto m]]\ b¶D]] B]]v]s]m]inv]t]]: ||

10 – 8

m]icc]–]] m]¡t]p—]N]] b]oD]y]nt]: p]rsp]rm]/ |
¿T]y]nt]º m]]\ in]ty]\ t¶Sy]int] c] rm]int] t]e ||

10 – 9

toS]]\ s]t]t]y¶•]n]]\ B]j]t]]\ p—Iit]p]Uv]*¿m]/ |
dd]im] b¶i£y]og]\ t]\ yon] m]]m¶p]y]]int] co ||

10 – 10

toS]]mov]]n¶¿mp]]T*]m]hm]$]]n]j]\ t]m]: |
n]]x]y]]my]]tm]B]]v]sT]o $]]n]dIpon] B]]sv]t]] ||

10 – 11

Sri Krishna is talking about iv]B]Uit] yçg] – the Glories of p]rmoÃv]r as manifested in this
creation. Learning to recognize and appreciate the varied Glories in this creation as the
glories of p]rmoÃv]r only, is an effective Means for learning to recognize p]rmoÃv]r Itself
in all such Glories, and ultimately, in all that exists in this creation, including oneself.

B]g]v]]n]/ first points out that all the commonly observed attributes of human beings come
from B]g]v]]n]/ only. For example, attributes such as:
b¶i£ – the capacity to recognize and appreciate subtle things
#]]n]\ – knowledge of every kind
as]\m]oh : - Freedom from delusion and confusion with respect to any aspect of life,
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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X]m]] – the ability to forgive
s]ty}]\ - the ability to be truthful at all times
dm]: and x]m]: - Total control over one’s organs of perception and action and also over
one’s Mind – one’s ways of thinking
s¶K]\ and du:K]\ – feelings of happiness and unhappiness, feelings of pleasure and pain

B]v]: and aB]]v]: - all kinds of creation and destruction, within this creation
B]y}]\ and aB]y]\ – fear and fearlessness
aih\s]] – nonviolence in thought, word and deed
s]m]t]] – equanimity in attitude under all circumstances
t¶iSq: - a sense of total contentment at least for the time-being
t]p]: - discipline in any pursuit
d]n}]\ - proper sharing of one’s resources with others in need
y]x]: and ay]x]: - positive or negative fame of any kind

All these various human attributes come from B]g]v]]n]/ only. If so, what is it one can
claim as one’s own? Indeed, nothing. By learning to recognize all human attributes as

p]rmoÃv]r, one ultimately learns to recognize p]rmoÃv]r Itself in all of them,
and also in everything else that exists in this creation, including oneself. Further, B]g]v]]n]/
the Glories of

continues:

m]hS]*y]: s]pt] p]Uvo * c]tv]]ro m]n]v]st]T]] |
m]¤]v]] m]]n]s]] j]]t]] yoS]]\ l]o¿ wm]]: p—j]]: ||

10 – 6

p]Uvo * - Long time ago, at the beginning of this cycle of creation
m]hS]*y]: s]pt]: t]T]] c]tv]]r: m]n]v]: - The Seven Great Rishis

and similarly the four

Manus.

yoS]]\ l]o¿ wm]]: p—j]]: (j]]t]]:}) -

from whom have come all the various beings in this

creation

m]]n]s]] j]]t]]: - they were born directly from My Mind
Those original 7 Rishis and 4 Manus were not

¿m]*-born, but they were born directly

from the Mind of p]rmoÃv]r. How? As The Taittriya Upanishad says:

Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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s]o%¿]m]y]t] - s]: a¿]m]y]t] - That s]ty]\ #]]n]\ an]nt]\ b—Àn]/ so desired. Out of Love for
the welfare and spiritual progress of the limitless creatures, currently in the unmanifest
state, but soon becoming mature enough for remanifestation, in the natural cycle of
creation, s]o%¿]m]y]t] – that b—Àn]/, That p]rmoÃv]r, so desired. From such desire,

m]hS]*y]: s]pt]: c]tv]]r: m]n]v]: m]]n]s]] j]]t]]: - The 7 Rishis and the 4 Manus were born
directly from the Mind of p]rmoÃv]r at the beginning of this cycle of creation. Being so
Divine Born, they were naturally endowed with the l]X]N]s of p]rmoÃv]r Itself, which
means, they were endowed with the infinite powers of p]rmoÃv]r Itself. Therefore B]g]v]]n]/
says:

m]¤]v]]: - Being endowed with the l]X]N]s of p]rmoÃv]r – the infinite powers of p]rmoÃv]r,
these 7 Rishis and 4 Manus were born to carry out the Will of p]rmoÃv]r. More about
these 7 Rishis and 4 Manus, there are no further details in The Gita Itself. Whoever they
are, these Rishis represented the different planes of consciousness, out of which have
come the countless varieties of living beings at all levels of existence and evolution, and
the Manus have been there, and are still there, to uphold and maintain the Rule of Law,
The Eternal Law of p]rmoÃv]r.

B]g]v]]n]/ says here that the original 7 Rishis and the 4 Manus from whom all living beings
have come into existence, came from p]rmoÃv]r only – which is again a Glory of
p]rmoÃv]r. B]g]v]]n]/ continues:
At]]\ iv]B]Uit]\ y]og]\ c] m]m] y]o voi–] t]–v]t]: |
s]o%iv]¿mpon] y]ogon] y¶jy]to n]]ˆ] s]\x]y]: ||
y]: voi–] t]–v]t]: -

10 – 7

The one who knows, who understands and appreciates clearly the

Truth about

At]]\ m]m] iv]B]Uit]\ - My iv]B]Uit], The p]rmoÃv]r iv]B]Uit] – The Glories of p]rmoÃv]r

indicated

above and their connection with
m]m] y]og]\ c] - My Yoga, The p]rmoÃv]r

y]og] – The Truth about p]rmoÃv]r Itself.
s]: aiv]¿\p]n] y]ogon] y¶jy]to - that person enjoys, that is blessed with aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] –
The unshaken and Unshakable Yoga, the surest Means for gaining uninhibited,
unobstructed Vision of p]rmoÃv]r, p]UN]* WÃv]r #]]n]\ – the totality of Knowledge about j]Iv],

j]g]t]/ and WÃv]r.
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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The one who understands and appreciates clearly the truth about

m]m] iv]B]Uit]

p]rmoÃv]r and their connection with m]m] y]og] – p]rmoÃv]r
Itself, that person enjoys aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] – the surest Means for gaining p]UN]* WÃv]r #]]n]\
– Full recognition of p]rmoÃv]r as It is, so says, Sri Krishna.
– The glories of

m]m] iv]B]Uit], m]m] y]og] and
aiv]¿\p]n] y]og]. B]g]v]]n]/ has already talked about m]m] iv]B]Uit] – My Glories, The glories
of p]rmoÃv]r. Any glory, anywhere in this creation, that Glory is only a manifestation of
p]rmoÃv]r, and as such, that Glory belongs to p]rmoÃv]r only.
Now, we must understand what is indicated by the words

m]m] y]og]

p]rmoÃv]r y]og] – the Yoga of p]rmoÃv]r, which means, the connection
between p]rmoÃv]r and the Glories of p]rmoÃv]r. That connection is the same as the
connection between one’s own unlimited SELF – The p—ty]g] a]tm]], and the limited self
is

as one appears to be. Again, that connection is the same as the connection between
s]ty}]\ and im]Ty]] – The Absolute reality and its ever changing appearance. That

m]]y]] – the inherent power of p]rmoÃv]r. Therefore, m]m] y]og] - the Yoga of
p]rmoÃv]r is m]]y]], which connects p]rmoÃv]r and the manifested Glories of p]rmoÃv]r.
connection is

p]rmoÃv]r as s]ty]\ #]]n]\ an]nt]\
b—À/, and the connection between p]rmoÃv]r and the Glories of p]rmoÃv]r as m]]y]] - the
inherent power of p]rmoÃv]r, that person understands the Truth of Existence as It is, and
hence that person gains, that person is blessed with aiv]¿\p]n] y]og].
The one who knows, who understands and appreciates

Now, what is aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] – the unshaken and unshakable Yoga? Any y]og] – any
connection, implies the prior existence of some disconnection. For example, fixing the
Mind on p]rmoÃv]r during Meditation may involve withdrawal of the Mind from other

iv]vo¿-vOr]gy] b¶i£ one makes one’s Mind realize, that
no matter where the thoughts go, the b¶i£ sees p]rmoÃv]r in everything, everywhere at all
things. On the other hand, if by

times, then, there is no need to withdraw the Mind from anything. Such realization of the
Mind is aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] – a connection involving no disconnection whatsoever.

Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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B]i• y]og] is indeed the aiv]¿\p]n]
y]og], which leads to s]\y]¿ WÃv]r dx]*n]\ – a Full clear Uninhibited Vision of p]rmoÃv]r.
Such vision of p]rmoÃv]r unfolds itself as p]UN]* WÃv]r #]]n]\, p]UN]* a]tm] #]]n]\ – namely
From what we have seen already, the all-inclusive

b—ÀEv]]h\ aism] –

b—Àn]/, WÃv]r dx]*n]\ a]tm] dx]*n]\ Av]. Seeing p]rmoÃv]r is
indeed seeing ONESELF, and m]y]] t]t]im]d\ s]v]*m]/ - Wx]]v]]sy} wd\ s]v]*m]/. This entire
Universe is pervaded by p]rmoÃv]r; everything in this creation is non-separate from
p]rmoÃv]r.
Such

I am indeed

p]UN]* WÃv]r #]]n]\

is recognition of the total identity of

j]Iv]-j]g]t]/

and

WÃv]r. The

Means leading to such p]UN]*

WÃv]r #]]n]\ is aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] which is another expression of
the State of perpetual all-inclusive B]i• y]og] unfolded in the last chapter.

aiv]¿\p]n] y]og], one understands and appreciates that p]rmoÃv]r is s]ty]\
#]]n]\ an]nt]\ b—À. The connection between p]rmoÃv]r and the Glories of p]rmoÃv]r in this
creation, including the creation itself, is m]]y]] – the inherent power of p]rmoÃv]r, and
seeing p]rmoÃv]r is indeed seeing one’s own Self. Therefore, being in such aiv]¿\p]n]
y]og], one will naturally reach p]rmoÃv]r, one will naturally recognize p]rmoÃv]r in oneself
Being in such

as ONESELF Itself;
n] aˆ] s]\x]y]: - there can be no doubt about That, because That is the Eternal Law of
nature.
Further explaining aiv]¿\p]n]

y]og], Sri Krishna says:

ah\ s]v]*sy] p—B]v]o m]–]: s]v]* \ p—v]t]*to |
wit] m]tv]] B]j]nto m]]\ b¶D]] B]]v]s]m]inv]t]]: ||
aiv]¿\p]n] y]og],
firmly established in the perpetual State of B]i• y]og]
The devotees of

p]rmoÃv]r

10 - 8

who are in

which means those who are

b¶D]]: - they are wise people, people of wisdom, because, they are
B]]v] s]m]inv]t]]: means B]]v] s]\y¶•]: - endowed with, blessed with the B]]v], the natural
attributes of such WÃv]r B]•s
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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B]]v] – the natural attribute of an WÃv]r B]• in aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] is p]rm]]T]* t]–v]
aiB]in]vox] B]]v]. p]rm]]T]* t]–v] is Nature of Absolute Reality namely b—Àn]/
aiB]in]vox] is ah\ b—À wit] in]ºy] #]]n]\ - doubt-free definite knowledge that I am b—Àn]/ –
the true nature of oneself is b—Àn]/. Therefore,
b¶D]] B]]v]s]m]inv]t]]: means The WÃv]r B]•s in aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] are wise people, because
their Mind and b¶i£ enjoy firm and doubt-free knowledge that one’s true nature is b—Àn]/
Itself – p]rmoÃv]r Itself. With such natural disposition of Mind and b¶i£
m]]\ B]j]nto - they worship Me, The p]rmoÃv]r. How?
wit] m]tv]] means wit] #]]tv]] - knowing fully, recognizing and appreciating fully, through
Ûv]N}\], m]n]n]\ and in]idDy]]s]n]\ of Upanishad knowledge
The

ah\ s]v]*sy] p—B]v]:
ah\ - what is indicated by the word ah\

– I, namely v]]s¶dev]]Ky}]\

p]r\ b—À

The s]ty]\ #]]n]\ an]nt]\ b—À already in oneself as v]]s¶dev], as one’s own Innermost Self,
abiding in one’s own heart as The Self in oneself in the form of Pure Consciousness.
That ah\ – That I, The SELF in oneself.

s]v]*sy] j]g]t]: p—B]v]: - [tp]i–] ¿]rN]\ is the cause, The material cause for this entire
creation, and,

m]–]: s]v]* \ p—v]t]*to
m]–]: - from that “I”, The SELF in oneself alone, from That b—Àn]/, The p]rmoÃv]r alone
s]v]* \ p—v]t]*to – this entire j]g]t]/ – this entire world of transient reality, continues its everchanging forms of existence, sustenance and resolution or destruction with respect to
the individual as well as the total. wit] m]tv]]. With such full realization of the nature of

j]Iv], j]g]t]/

and WÃv]r

m]]\ B]j]nto - they worship Me, they seek Me, they endeavor to reach Me, The p]rmoÃv]r.
What exactly do they do to seek p]rmoÃv]r – to reach p]rmoÃv]r?

m]icc]–]] m]¡t]p—]N]] b]oD]y]nt]: p]rsp]rm]/ |
¿T]y]nt]º m]]\ in]ty]\ t¶Sy]int] c] rm]int] c] ||
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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- the wise people who are blessed with aiv]¿\p]n] y]og],

B]i• y]og] in its entirety, being in a perpetual state of such B]i• y]og]. They are m]icc]–]]:
and m]¡t]p—]N]]:. Here ic]–] includes all functions of a\t]:¿rN], and p—]N] includes all
win¨y]s and life itself. Therefore,
m]icc]–]]: means



their thoughts are always about Me, The p]rmoÃv]r
their minds are never away from p]rmoÃv]r



their b¶i£s are always trying to reach Me, The p]rmoÃv]r



their egos are totally subdued to p]rmoÃv]r



their memories do not distract them away from p]rmoÃv]r. Further,

m]¡t]p—]N]]: - their win¨y]s – their organs of perception and action are always trying to
reach Me, The p]rmoÃv]r. They always love to see, to hear, and to sing the glories of
p]rmoÃv]r. They lead their lives entirely committed to the pursuit of p]rmoÃv]r
b]oD]y]nt]: p]rsp]rm]/ - they spend their times, in the company of other like-minded
people, mutually teaching, listening and learning more about p]rmoÃv]r and the Glories
of p]rmoÃv]r, and thereby gaining a greater appreciation of p]rmoÃv]r and also of
themselves

¿T]y]nt]: c] m]]\ in]ty]\ - when they talk to each other, the topic of conversation is always
about Me – The p]rmoÃv]r and The Glories of p]rmoÃv]r. How long do they talk like that?
in]ty]\ – everyday, endlessly. There is no end to talking about p]rmoÃv]r and the Glories
of p]rmoÃv]r. By being so, and doing so,
t¶Sy]int] c] rm]int] c] - they enjoy themselves socially as well being in the company of
like-minded people.

b¶D]]: m]]\ B]j]nto – the wise people endowed with aiv]¿\p]n] y]og] Worship
Me, seek Me, The p]rmoÃv]r. Such worship of p]rmoÃv]r is b—À aBy]]s] – an exercise in
the pursuit of b—À]n]nd\ in every day life. Continuing, B]g]v]]n]/ says:
That is how

toS]]\ s]t]t]y¶•]n]]\ B]j]t]]\ p—Iit]p]Uv]*¿m]/ |
dd]im] b¶i£y]og]\ t]\ yon] m]]m¶p]y]]int] t]e ||
Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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toS]]\ s]t]t]y¶•]n]]\ - For those WÃv]r B]•s who are totally committed to the pursuit of
p]rmoÃv]r in the manner described above, and
B]j]t]]\ p—Iit]p]Uv]*¿m]/ - who worship p]rmoÃv]r with Love and Devotion for p]rmoÃv]r for the
Glories of p]rmoÃv]r and also for the knowledge of p]rmoÃv]r, for such WÃv]r B]•s
dd]im] b¶i£y]og]\ -I give them b¶i£y]og] – which means, by My Grace they gain b¶i£y]og].
Since I am already in them, all that they need to reach Me, The p]rmoÃv]r, is only
b¶i£y]og], and that I give them through My Grace.
What is b¶i£y]og]? b¶i£y]og] is s]my]¿/ a]tm] dx]*n]\, s]my]¿/ WÃv]r dx]*n]\
– clear
unobstructed Vision of ONESELF, Vision of p]rmoÃv]r in oneself. For such vision to take
place, one has to go through intellectually, experientially and emotionally an integrated
sequence of ¿m]* y]og] and #]]n] y]og]; all that Sri Krishna said as #]]n] ¿m]* s]\ny]]s] y]og]
in Chapter 4. That alone is not enough.
Between one’s b¶i£ and the vision of p]rmoÃv]r in oneself, the y]og] – the union has to
take place, which means, the connection has to be established. That happens only
through WÃv]r an¶g—h\ – The Grace of p]rmoÃv]r. Therefore, That WÃv]r an¶g—h\ – That
grace of p]rmoÃv]r is the
such as, the Devotee’s





b¶i£y]og]

here. That

WÃv]r an¶g—h\

comes in different forms,

Proper attitude
Appropriate efforts
Appropriate knowledge-base
Appropriate Teacher at the appropriate time etc. – all of which, together, constitute,

$]]n]in]SQ] - b¶i£y]og].
yon] t]\ b¶i£y]og]\ ton] - By that b¶i£y]og]
to m]]\ [p]y]]int] - they come to Me, they reach Me, they recognize Me, The p]rmoÃv]r in
themselves

p]rmoÃv]r through aiv]¿\p]n] B]i• y]og] are assured of WÃv]r
an¶g—h\ – the Grace of p]rmoÃv]r they need to reach p]rmoÃv]r, to recognize p]rmoÃv]r in
themselves. Why and how does B]g]v]]n]/ give this b¶i£ y]og] to His Devotees established
in aiv]¿\p]n] B]i• y]og] ? Sri Krishna says:
Thus, those who seek

Bhagvat Gita
Chapter 10
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toS]]\ Av] an¶¿mp]]T*]m]/ ah\ a$]]n]j]\ t]m]: |
n]]x]y]]im] a]tm]B]]v]sT]: $]]n]dIpon] B]]sv]t]] ||
toS]]\

– For those WÃv]r
them? The reason is

B]•s

described above, why does

10 – 11

B]g]v]]n]/

give

b¶i£ y]og]

to

an¶¿mp]]T*]m]/ Av] - purely out of dy]] – compassion for them, sympathy for them. What
is the sympathy about? While B]g]v]]n]/ is sitting in every person at all times, the B]• is
making extraordinary efforts to reach B]g]v]]n]/, searching for B]g]v]]n]/ all over! How is the
B]• going to reach B]g]v]]n]/ ? So long as one is searching, one is not going to reach
B]g]v]]n]/. The only way to reach B]g]v]]n]/ is by reaching B]g]v]]n]/ through b¶i£ y]og], for
which WÃv]r B]i• alone is not sufficient. WÃv]r dy]] – compassion of p]rmoÃv]r, WÃv]r
an¶g—h\ – the Grace of p]rmoÃv]r is also necessary.
p]rmoÃv]r, the WÃv]r B]• gains b¶i£ y]og], by which the B]• reaches
p]rmoÃv]r. B]g]v]]n]/ ‘s Grace is spontaneous, and it is available for every body, if only the
person seeks p]rmoÃv]r, and is ready for such Grace. B]i• y]og] makes the person
ready for the Grace of p]rmoÃv]r.
By the Grace of

This is how B]g]v]]n]/ s Grace operates: The WÃv]r B]• is struggling to reach p]rmoÃv]r,
because he is in darkness
a$]]n]j]\ t]m]: - He is in darkness, born of ignorance, which is lack of iv]vo¿ b¶i£. That
darkness is the delusion about the nature of oneself, the misconception that one’s body,
mind etc. is oneself. B]g]v]]n]/ says:

ah\ a$]]n]j]\ t]m]: n]]x]y]]im] -

I destroy, which means, B]g]v]]n]/ destroys that darkness
born of ignorance. How?
$]]n]dIpon] B]]sv]t]] - By $]]n]dp]\ – by the shining Light of the Lamp of Knowledge and
Wisdom, which leaves no shadows of ignorance about oneself in one’s
Mind and b¶i£.

ant]: ¿rN]

–

$]]n]dIp]\ – aD]Um]¿ jy]oit] – that Shinning Light of the Lamp of
Knowledge and Wisdom which leaves no shadows of ignorance is the b¶i£ y]og] that
reveals spontaneously the clear unobstructed Vision of p]rmoÃv]r as a]tm]B]]v]sT]: - as
the ONE who is already in one’s own self, as the True Nature of oneself, as p—ty]g]
a]tm]B]]v]sT]: -
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Brahma Vidya

p]rmoÃv]r Itself. Such revelation of
ONESELF as p]rmoÃv]r Itself is only by the very Grace of p]rmoÃv]r which takes the form
of b¶i£ y]og] and $]]n]dIp]\.
one’s own Pure Consciousness Itself, as

More about this $]]n]dIp]\ we will see next time.
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